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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 
May 31, 2017, 7:30pm EST 

 
Present: 
Lisa Nemzo, President 
Johnny Henderson, Vice-President 
Liz Ferrara, Treasurer 
Val Bowman, Secretary 
Andrea Bordelon, Director 
John Chitty, Director 
Shelley Drasal, Virtual Office Manager 
Larry Smotroff, Danosky 
 
Attunement – Lisa 
 
Budget – Liz 

1. Shelley distributed the revised budget. We still don’t have the CGC figures but 
feel the APTA column is pretty accurate. Want to get it into Quickbooks. 

2. Lisa will get CGC, Tina and SeaCrest numbers to Liz asap. 
3. We will then vote on the budget. 

 
Eligible Nominations – Lisa 

1. The following submitted themselves as candidates for the Board: 
a. Denyce Giannioses 
b. Lucy Mills 
c. Chis Whyrick 
d. Bonita Wine 
e. Gilad Shoham 
f. Elisa Pavlet 
g. Another, Sheva Carr, is given a day extension to get information into the 

APTA office due to a delay in answering a question she asked. 
2. All meet the minimum criteria for Board membership. 
3. Shelley proposes for next year, that we be clearer in our letter requesting 

nominations regarding information we want: letter of interest and resume. 
4. The Board found itself in discussion about the merits of some candidates over 

others. 
a. Larry commented there is nothing wrong with the Board screening and 

vetting nominations in order to fill gaps in the skills needed for the Board. 
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b. At this time, we want candidates to meet minimum requirements and have 
passion for the work and passion for APTA and being on the Board. 

c. We will let the members decide from all eligible candidates instead of 
screening first. 

5. There was a question whether a member living outside the US could be a 
member of the Board. John stated there is nothing in the By-Laws excluding 
international candidates. 

6. Regarding voting procedure, John stated candidates should be listed 
alphabetically and all should submit a photo and a statement within a specified 
word length. 

7. Two candidates will bring the Board to its highest complement of nine members. 
8. It is exciting to have so many interested candidates. There will be many positions 

on the CGC task and other APTA committees. 
 
School Fees – Lisa and Shelley 

1. Shelley has been working on the letter to schools for renewals. During the 
process she reviewed past information on fees. 

a. Fees in 2015 were per program (APP, RPP, etc) plus $47 for additional 
schools. 

b. There were no fees assessed in 2016. 
c. For 2017, fees were set according to number of students. Some schools 

have no students and pay no fee. 
d. Shelley and Lisa have been talking and wondering if there should be a 

nominal fee instead of no fee in the future. 
2. Renewal notices went out in May. Fees are due in June. What if a school with no 

students at present, subsequently has students in September, do they then pay? 
How much? How will we know? 

3. John is in favor of a nominal base fee to stay on as an approved training school 
and an additional fee depending on the number of students. It is a privilege to be 
an approved training. Johnny and Liz agree. 

4. Lisa stated this would be a good motion for next year.  
5. John is willing to write a proposed motion, circulate it as a draft for discussion 

and comments. Then by the time we vote, everyone’s informed. 
6. Larry stated this will also allow time to obtain information about what other 

organizations charge schools for annual fees. 
 
Director of Education – Shelley 

1. Nancy Lehto has been working with the schools and on compliance. 
2. Nancy and Shelley are working on guidelines and updating standards. 
3. There is an upcoming call (6/1 at 10am EST) with Nancy, Shelley, Larry and 

Mary Jo Ruggieri to work on compliance and procedures. Johnny and Liz want to 
join the call. 

4. We want to develop a job description for Nancy to get her more active with 
schools. Nancy and Shelley are working on that. 
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Office Business – Shelley 
1. Moving forward, Shelley will inform Board members of all meetings so anyone 

can join as desired. We have had sub-committees so as not to overburden 
anyone. 

2. APTA benefits meeting is at 1pm EST on June 1. Johnny will try to join. 
3. Danosky is always invited on these calls as well. 

 
Michigan Conference -- Lisa 

1. Larry and Lisa were on a call with Eleanora and Karen about the conference in 
September.  

2. This is a regional conference. It is loosely structured and social in nature. It does 
not include APTA as a driving force or sponsor. There are no fees, no keynote 
speakers, no funding. 

3. APTA has been invited to attend and present information. We want to show how 
we’ve changed and demonstrate our support and vision of inclusiveness. 

4. John plans to attend. Lisa does not know if she will be able to attend. Someone 
from the Board will be there to represent APTA. 

 
Approved: 
X Lisa Nemzo 
X Johnny Henderson 
X Liz Ferrara 
X Val Bowman 
X Andrea Bordelon 
X John Chitty 
X Gary Strauss 
 
 
 

 


